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Presentation Notes
NOT THE Agenda:It’s not about detailed workflow. or building your own networkIt’s not about how the Internet works, or about IT/ computer/ IP hardware and softwareNot about the details on All New Terminology and Standards.IN other words its not getting a sip of water from a firehose.



Intro to IP Networks

11092020

Broadcast and Professional Cameras

ST 2110

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an Introduction to an emerging SMPTE standard ST 2110.  It promises a better, faster and cheaper ways to move professional media over IP Networks. There is a lot of hype and promises by manufacturers who have an agenda to sell IP-based products.  This series is a fair and balanced look at what Media over IP is all about.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a Introductory presentation intended as an overview of a new standard. This is about the technology behind the ST 2110 standard..  The agenda has too many TLAs.  And there will be too many TLAs to follow.    …TLA (Three letter Acronyms)



Analog      Digital      Data
For traditional engineering & production-types… 

Welcome to the world of computer networks
…it isn’t going to be easy... 

“It will be more difficult than the transition from 
analog to digital.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With change, comes confusion.Quote from one of our engineers at the NAB last April.We are now dealing with data networks as opposed to the analog to digital transition.



ST 2110 is NOT
Internet? Not WAN or Internet. Intra-facility 

Network Type? Not WiFi or small ethernet network

Small Switch? 10 Gbps for HD. 25 Gbps for 4K/UHD

Switch or Router?  IT switches are like a video router

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Internet 	  	NOT  -  WAN or Internet. Intra-facility or campus. …Unless you have lots of moneyNetwork Type		No WiFi or small ethernet networkSmall Switch 		10 Gbps for HD. 25 Gbps for UHDIn IT terms: a Router connect networks and passes packets.  A Switch creates a network and directs device signals within a network. A Switch is what we call a crosspoint router. 



New Terminology
AIMS -This trade group that grew out of the Video Services Forum (see VSF) for a video over IP standard. Promoting the VSF TR03 and TR04 “protocols”. 

ASPEN Originated with Evertz and their IP initiative and others who wanted compatibility with the Evertz product line. 

VSF - Video Services Forum.  This group originated in the Telco industry looking at video transport over telephone.  VSF technical proposal TR03 & TR04. 

NDI – (Network Device Interface).  NewTek has tossed its hat in the IP Standards ring for interoperability consideration. 

NMI – (Network Management Interface).  This is a Sony technology that includes both a protocol and hardware (chip) device. A compression technology. 
Sony has been using their own LLVC (Low Latency Video Codec) codec embedded in their products for quite a while. Promoting NMI as a standard. 

FIMS – Framework for Interoperable Media Solutions, by EBU. File based transport over networks, so end devices knew what to do with the file.

AVB - Audio Video Bridging also known as IEEE 802.1BA, 802.1Qat, 802.1Qav and 802.1AS..

TICO - The TICO Alliance is focused on UHD and higher resolution imagery that all need compression to fit in the pipe. 

JT-NM - Joint Task Force on Networked Media. This was created by the EBU, SMPTE and VSF to support the transition to IP.

RTSP – Real Time Streaming Protocol falls under Internet Streaming and being adopted for real time streaming over networks. 

IETF - Internet Engineering Task Force. Professional video is transported over the same networks as internet traffic, They are contributing standards & protocols. 

DANTE - (Digital Audio Network Through Ethernet). It is being proposed as an Audio over IP Standard, not to be confused with AES67 or SMPTE ST302

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about TLAs?  Here we go! Details are Beyond scopeThere’s AIMS, ASPEN, VSF, NDI, NMI, FIMS, AVB, TICO, RTSP, DANTE. But no sentence would be complete if we didn’t toss in a little SMPTE2022-6, AES67 with a touch of SMPTE 2059 Parts 1 & 2 and just a smidge of PTP aka IEEE 1588. AIMS - or better known as - AIMS Alliance | The Alliance for IP Media Solutions. This is a trade group that grew out of the Video Services Forum (see VSF) to promote their ideas and concept for a video over IP standard. This group is promoting the VSF TR03 and TR04 “protocols”. TR stands for Technical Recommendations. The Broadcast Bridge has supporting articles here and here.ASPEN – (Adaptive Sample Picture Encapsulation).  This term originated with Evertz and their IP initiative and others who wanted compatibility with the Evertz product line. ASPEN is based on MPEG TS using SMPTE ST 302 (audio over TS), SMPTE ST 2038 (ancillary data over TS) and some of SMPTE 2022. VSF - Video Services Forum.  This group originated in the Telco industry looking at video transport over telephone networks between RBOC’s – (Regional Bell Operating Companies). These were the Baby Bells created when Ma Bell was broken up.VSF redefined its mission to video networking and as the broadcast industry moved to IP, VSF has re-aligned its focus on video over IP in the broadcast space. The group created two technical references which are being proposed as Standards TR03 & TR04, the AIMS initiative. NDI – (Network Device Interface).  NewTek has tossed its hat in the IP Standards ring for interoperability consideration. With a large user base of their products, they have a good start for adoption. Their products are very IP centric already. NMI – (Network Management Interface).  This is a Sony technology that includes both a protocol and hardware (chip) device. This is actually a compression technology to squeeze high bitrate video, like UHD, 4K and higher resolutions, into an IP pipe. Sony has been using their own LLVC (Low Latency Video Codec) codec embedded in their products for quite a while and forgot to mention it to their customers. It kind of leaked out as they are promoting their NMI as a standard. They have now submitted it to SMPTE to be considered as a standard. FIMS – Framework for Interoperable Media Solutions.  This is an EBU initiative with much of the broadcast industry as members. Their core focus was on file based media transport over networks and creating an interoperable embedded protocol so end devices knew what to do with the file when it arrived. Currently they are standing on the sidelines in the live IP format wars.AVB - Audio Video Bridging also known as IEEE 802.1BA, 802.1Qat, 802.1Qav and 802.1AS.  This was supposed to become the industry standard and move on, but that didn’t quite happen. A lot of the transport guys liked it and adopted it in the fiber extender mesh technologies. For a while it seemed like it might succeed as a standard.TICO - The TICO Alliance is focused on UHD and higher resolution imagery that all need compression to fit in the pipe. JT-NM - Joint Task Force on Networked Media. This was created by the EBU, SMPTE and VSF to support the transition to IP.RTSP – Real Time Streaming Protocol falls under Internet Streaming and being adopted for real time streaming over networks. This probably plays a larger role in optimising network performance to support live IP across the network and less involvement in the IP live standards wars.IETF - Internet Engineering Task Force develops and promotes voluntary Internet standards. Now that “professional” video and audio are transported over the same networks as internet traffic Ethernet or IP. They are contributing recommendations, standards and protocols. Their mechanism for technical suggestions comes under RFC – Request For Comments. Sometimes the IETF adopts some of the RFC’s as Internet Standards. DANTE - (Digital Audio Network Through Ethernet) was developed by Australian company Audinate. It is being proposed as an Audio over IP Standard, not to be confused with AES67 or SMPTE ST302.Standards — there are manySMPTE 2022 – 5,6,7 – These are the three (currently popular) of the seven part SMPTE 2022 Standard that describes how to send digital video over IP networks. Most of the standards proponents  accept SMPTE 2022 as video and then use different encapsulating schemas.SMPTE 2059 Parts 1 and 2 - These are the timing and synchronising standards. This is based on the IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) standard.SMPTE ST 302 - This audio standard specifies how to transport AES3 audio in an MPEG-2 TS stream. SMPTE 2110 – This is the SMPTE designation assigned to the VSF TR03 & TR04 submittal as the Standard to transport audio and video over IP networks.AES67 – This is the mostly accepted standard for audio over IP. TR04 – So the first thing to notice is that this is the second protocol, not the first one. This is basically encapsulating the SDI embedded stream into IP. What this means is that each end device first decapsulates and then debeds audio and video plus any ancillary data.TR03 – This is keeping audio, video and ancillary data as separate streams multiplexed with PTP to keep them in sync (remember analog) then multiplexing command and control, communications as VoIP, and everything else that needs to be transported as part of the stream.  The concept here is that audio consoles don’t need video and production switchers (vision mixers) don’t need audio. If we send separate streams, it reduces the processing end points needed to perform before and after their core functions. RFC4175 – This is the IETF protocol to encapsulate SDI to an IP Stream for transport. Think of this like the container concept for files. MXF, BXF, QT are containers. You still need the matching codec when you unwrap the container to work with the content. RFC4175 is only the encapsulating technology not the transport protocol. 



New Standards
SMPTE 2110 – This is the SMPTE designation assigned to the VSF TR03 & TR04 submittal as the Standard to transport audio and video over IP networks

SMPTE 2022 – 5,6,7 – These are the three (currently popular) of the seven part SMPTE 2022 Standard that describes how to send digital 
video over IP networks. Most of the standards proponents  accept SMPTE 2022 as video and then use different encapsulating schemas.

SMPTE 2059 Parts 1 and 2 - These are the timing and synchronizing standards. This is based on the IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) 
standard.

SMPTE ST 302 - This audio standard specifies how to transport AES3 audio in an MPEG-2 TS stream. 

AES67 – This is the mostly accepted standard for audio over IP. 

VSF TR04 –This is encapsulating the SDI embedded stream into IP. Each end device first decapsulates and then debeds audio and video plus 
any ancillary data.

VSF TR03 – This is keeping audio, video and ancillary data as separate streams multiplexed with PTP to keep them in sync (remember analog) 
then multiplexing command and control, communications as VoIP, and everything else that needs to be transported as part of the stream.  

IETF RFC4175 – This is the IETF protocol to encapsulate SDI to an IP Stream for transport. RFC4175 is only the encapsulating technology not 
the transport protocol. 
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Presentation Notes
SMPTE 2110 – This is the SMPTE designation assigned to the VSF TR03 & TR04 submittal as the Standard to transport audio and video over IP networksSMPTE 2022 – 5,6,7 – These are the three (currently popular) of the seven part SMPTE 2022 Standard that describes how to send digital video over IP networks. Most of the standards proponents  accept SMPTE 2022 as video and then use different encapsulating schemas.SMPTE 2059 Parts 1 and 2 - These are the timing and synchronizing standards. This is based on the IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) standard.SMPTE ST 302 - This audio standard specifies how to transport AES3 audio in an MPEG-2 TS stream. AES67 – This is the mostly accepted standard for audio over IP. TR04 –This is encapsulating the SDI embedded stream into IP. Each end device must decapsulates and then debeds audio and video plus any ancillary data.TR03 – This is keeping audio, video and ancillary data as separate streams multiplexed with PTP to keep them in sync (remember analog) then multiplexing command and control, communications as VoIP, and everything else that needs to be transported as part of the stream.  RFC4175 – This is the IETF protocol to encapsulate SDI to an IP Stream for transport. RFC4175 is only the encapsulating technology not the transport protocol. 



Basic Terminology
IP Internet Protocol – It’s how the Internet works

Router  Directs traffic functions on the Internet

Switch  Connects network devices by using packet switching 
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Presentation Notes
Most Basic terms. This is an INTRODUCTIONInternet Protocol is how the Internet works.  IP delivers packets from the source to the destination  based on the IP addresses in the packet headers. IT Routers - Direct traffic on the Internet.  A Video router is more like a SWITCH. Switch -Connects devices together on a network by using packet switching to receive, process, and  forward data to the destination device. A Switch is what we would call a crosspoint router. Hubs are now largely obsolete, replaced by switches



Serial Digital Interface
SMPTE Standardized SDI in 1989

12G (4K) SDI standardized in 2015

BNC connector was patented in 1951. 

SDI Drawback: send or receive a single signal.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do we use this still today? Because it is Established, Understood, Available, Cost effective. And unique to the TV industry.The digital equivalent of Analog. SMPTE Standardized SDI in 1989 (12G in 2015) about 30 years ago Send or receive a single signal on a coax/BNC. (Embedded audio in the video)As compared to IP, that can send and receive multiple signals on a single cableSMPTE 259 (SD), 292 (HD), 424 (3G HD), 2082 (12G HD)What does BNC stand for?  BNC (Bayonet Neill–Concelman) connector patented on 1951



Today - CU-HD1300 CCU

Remote Video 4K & HD          Sync      WFM  VF Returns         Audio outs       Intercom                  Tally
Prompt                  Remote

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the 13 various audio, video and control connection to a CCU. Not including the Triax and Fiber camera cable.



Tomorrow - CCU

Video 4K & HD, Sync, PIX/WFM, Prompter, VF Returns, Remote, Audio out, Intercom, Tally

ST 2110

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All current-model HITACHI HD broadcast cameras can output ST 2110 by using the IP enables CU-HD1300 with ST 2110.This is the total number of connections using ST 2110 via a IP network.Currently, just HD video, but it’s a matter of time.



The Beginning… ST 2022 
ST 2022 Packetizes SDI data into 1 stream
Easy conversion from SDI
Typically MPEG-2 compressed
Requires SDI to be reconstructed/de-embedded

ST 2110 supported by Hitachi because
it is uncompressed with separate streams 

ST 2022-6

ST 2110

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why now? High bandwidth and sustained signals require IP networks with high data rates, at reasonable prices, not available previously SMPTE 2022-6 (Circa 2012) was the first use of Professional digital video and audio signals over IP networks. ST 2022 encapsulates all signals in 1 compressed stream (like SDI does). Extracting audio requires the SDI  to be reconstructed, then audio is de-embeddedWhy does Hitachi support 2110? We don’t want COMPRESSION. Because 2022 is typically MPEG-2 compressedST 2110 is built on 2022, but keeps audio, video and other data as separate streams for a more efficient use of bandwidth.



Benefits of ST 2110

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Part 1, this short video will discuss Super Hi-Vision, better known as  (CLICK) 8K. We’ll see why 8K has a lot to offer compared with HD and 4K. In Part 2 we will present our newly-developed 8K camera that we planned to demonstrate at the cancelled NAB show.Now, Let’s look at what 8K is …and some of the interesting considerations. 



ST 2110 Benefits
Separate A/V/Data Flows = Bandwidth efficiency

Uses COTS equipment  

Un-Compressed

Redundant system architecture: Fail-over without interruption

Highly Accurate Synchronization 

Uses Existing & Industry Standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Separate Audio, Video and Metadata Flows. Minimizes bandwidthNO unique “heavy iron” TV specific hardware. Uses COTS Un-compressed,  Real-TimeAccurate Sync for Audio, Video & MetadataBased on Existing and Open Standards



Bandwidth Efficiency
Separate Audio, Video & Metadata = Bandwidth 
efficiency

4K video using ST 2110-20 fits in a 10 Gb link = Lower link cost

No embedding and de-embedding 
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Presentation Notes
Most important benefit: Reduced Bandwidths for 4K in a 10Gb link:.ST 2110-20 1080p (3Gb SDI) is actually less than 2.67 Gb.ST 2110-20 (4K) 2160 60P 4:2:2 video fits in a 10 Gb link. Send only the image pixels (called elementary stream)No vertical and horizontal blanking (who knows what that means?) Ancillary data (HANC/ VANC) Remove audio and metadata embedding and de-embedding (reduces LATENCY)2.1Mb stream with ST 2022 would use 1.5 or 3Gbps to send this audio



.

ST 2110

Characteristics of using IP
Massive Bandwidth:
1.5/3 Gbps for HD. 
12 Gbps for UHD/4K. 

Tight Packet Pacing: 
Very rigid pacing of packet transmission. 
Required for low-latency. 
Very small tolerances for variance.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Massive Bandwidth for uncompressed video Tight Packet Pacing: Extremely rigid pacing of packet transmission to accommodate the smaller buffer required for low-latency. This pacing is on a microsecond timescale, with very small tolerances for variance.



Additional Benefits

Flexibility

Availability

Scalability

Cost Reduction

Infrastructure Reduction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Separate Audio, Video and Metadata Flows. Minimizes bandwidthDoes not require “heavy iron” specific hardware. uses COTS Un-compressed Real-Time, Mixed Formats and Frame RatesAccurate Sync for Audio, Video & MetadataBased on Existing and Open StandardsFlexibility, Availability, Scalability, Cost, Simplified Infrastructure



Flexibility
Only the professional TV Industry uses SDI.  

• All OTT and on-demand systems use IP for delivery. 
• Most use IP networks for Production
• Most production workstations and storage systems are 

dependent on high-speed IP Ethernet connectivity.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only the professional TV Industry uses SDI. Unique product 30 years oldAll on-demand systems currently rely on IP networks to deliver content to the viewer. All of them use IP in the production process. Cloud delivered media is easily integrated into IP infrastructures. Videotape-based workflows have been replaced by workstations and storage systems that are dependent on high-speed Ethernet connectivity. ST 2110 woks well with this connectivity



Flexibility

NTSC B&W 525
Analog NTSC

NTSC Color 
Analog NTSC ATSC HDTV

SDI Digital ATSC 3.0 UHD-TV
IP Data

“Fork-lift” upgrades are NOT required for new capabilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had to change all the TV equipment on the professional side for each new advancement in TV like, color, HD , 4K and HDR standards. Of course consumer equipment has always needed to change.With IP systems, you select best-of-breed products and know data transfers will work over interfaces that are easy to make and use. The promise is: Change no longer means a “forklift” upgrade of “heavy Iron” equipment. IP networks can support multiple different formats on a common infrastructure.



Availability
Every smartphone user carries an IP send/receive 
device in their pocket.

Netflix, Hulu, YouTube and Amazon all use 
IP networks to deliver content.

ATSC 3.0 broadcast uses IP technology.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today, IP networks have been deployed everywhere.  Including the International Space Station and Antarctica. Every smartphone user carries an IP send/receive device in their pocket. Most on-demand systems currently rely on IP networks to deliver content to the viewer. All of them use IP in the production process. ATSC 3.0 broadcast will use IP technology.



Scalability
Major sports 
events use:

50 cameras

4 TV mobile 
units and 4 
ops  trailers. 

400 staff

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Almost absurd requirements for the largest mobile events. SNF, MNF, NASCAR, Golf 200 monitor sources in a sports mobile truck50 cameras typical for major sportsEXE IP router is a 5,000 x 5,000 video ”crosspoints”4 mobile unit package, all with workstationsThere are approximately 90 people working in the NEP trucks. There is a separate unit for the operations offices, Tech Managers, Talent and a Conference Room. Those folks are not in that 90 count. Also generator trailer. Total staffing  is on the order of 400 people.



Scalability
Extremely large “routing” possible. 5,000 X 5,000 
switch 

The Evertz EXE “video router” is a non-blocking, 
managed switch. It has 46Tb of switching capacity. 

With 2,304 10Gb ports. Supports up to 13,800 
uncompressed HD-SDI signals. 
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Presentation Notes
Scalability.  5000x5000 possible with IP. Cost is up to  $1,000,000. It’s a multicast IP media router.Evertz EXE is mostly a traditional video router using IP. It is not a traditional “switch”.You may ask: “it’s 5,000 X 5,000 but only 2,304 ports. HOW? More than 1 signal on one port allows larger matrix than port count.Total cost can run up to $1M. Hardware, software and  service subscription  …and more.



Scalability
Small desktop $1K - $4K

Managed switch, 1Gb, X 48

Medium business  $4K - $20K
Smart Switch, non-blocking 
up to 40Gb X 48 ports

Large Network  $260K - $500K 432 X 100Gb 
ports.
Fully Managed, Layer 2- Layer 
3 switches. Up to 100+Tb 
Fabric
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Presentation Notes
Small desktop	$250 managed switch, up to1Gb X8 ports. Not applicableMedium business  	$1K -4K  Up to 1Gb X 40 portsLarge Network      	$260K – 500K  100Gb X 432 ports	               	Up to 100 Tb Fabric (backplane)HP Arista 100+ Terrabit processing fabric. Netflix will be using it for CDN.Steady state signals using full bandwidth. Not available previously Multiply port speed by number of ports to get switch backplane bandwidth for NON-Blocking.PRICE COMPARISON. Software License purchase and ongoing technical support subscription is extra.



Cost - COTS
Common Off The Shelf (COTS)

Cost advantage for large systems is questionable, at this time 

Cost reduction by reducing unique “heavy iron” TV equipment. 

Computer IP equipment and circuits have been dropping in price rapidly. 
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Presentation Notes
Cost advantage is questionable.  Claims are Marketing Hype from companies that have an agenda to sell IP products.IP today still represents about a 25% higher cost. IP was not really a budgetary reality for a lot of the colleges like ACC Network facilities.Most cost reductions would come in smaller scale systems.Cost reduction by reducing size and weight of “heavy iron” TV equipment. Higher density High-bandwidth IP equipment and circuits  have been dropping in price.Although more affordable 40 & 100 Gbps Ethernet switches are still expensive Today, 10Gb is a cost- effective price point. 10Gb 48 port is $4K, 



Cost of Equipment

Time 

IT & Computer industry spends 1,000 more $ than the  TV industry

$

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COTS advantage: Television equipment budgets are estimated at $2.5 BillionIT spending budgets are estimated at $2.5 TrillionLowered cost for R&D and large scale manufacturing. IT has 1,000 X the spending volume compared to the TV industry equipment.



Software – It’s Different
Software is easy to change and adds capabilities

Software is always changing. Updates, etc.

Software Subscription support from manufacturers is 
usually required.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Software is easy to change and adds capabilitiesSoftware is always changing. Updates, etc.Software Subscription support from manufacturer is usually required.



Infrastructure Reduction
A BNC/coax cable carries 1 signal
…in one direction.

A single IP connection can support 
multiple uncompressed UHD & HD 
video and hundreds of 
uncompressed audio and data 
signals, traveling in both directions 
simultaneously. 
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Simplified Infrastructure —cable management can quickly become a headacheUsing high-speed Ethernet, a single connection, can support multiple uncompressed HD video with hundreds of uncompressed audio signals. Unlike SDI, multiple bi-directional signals. I estimate up to 80% reduction in wires needed by using IP.As TV broadcast and signal formats change, only the end devices need to be upgraded, while the core IP equipment remains in place.



NEW Infrastructure
NEP’s new CBS sports truck 
looks more like a data center.

These are the Lawo V-Matrix 
low-latency converters for ST 
2110 to SDI I/O.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using high-speed Ethernet, a single connection, can support multiple uncompressed HD video with hundreds of uncompressed audio signals. As TV broadcast and signal formats change, only the end devices need to be upgraded, while the core IP equipment remains in place.



IP Media Networks

6820

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Part 1, this short video will discuss Super Hi-Vision, better known as  (CLICK) 8K. We’ll see why 8K has a lot to offer compared with HD and 4K. In Part 2 we will present our newly-developed 8K camera that we planned to demonstrate at the cancelled NAB show.Now, Let’s look at what 8K is …and some of the interesting considerations. 



ST 2110  IP Packets

Data Data

Audio

SDI Video

Audio

Packetize

SDI Video

Digital Audio

Packetized Data

SDP
Text
File

ST 2110 Media is packetized separately for IP transport across a standard IP network.

Uncompressed Video

De-Packetize

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video, Audio and Data are packetized  and then de-packetized for IP transport across a standard TCP/IP network.Latency is reduced by avoiding embedding and de-embedding.Note the Session Description Protocol (SDP).Sender description, •Video and/or audio essence, •Raster size (in pixels), •Frame-rate (video), •Channel count (audio), •Sampling structure, (audio/video) •Bit depth (audio/video), •Colorimetry, •Source IP address and port, •RTP payload ID (audio/video), •PTP grandmaster source and domain ,Flow Metadata



Delivery Terminology
Multicast SMPTE ST 2110 uses “one to many” connections

RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol)

UDP (User Datagram Protocol) 

TCP (Transport Control Protocol) / IP (Internet Protocol)

Flow (Data Flow) The transfer of information from one system to another 
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Presentation Notes
Mostly beyond the scope of this presentation… BUT: FYI:Multicast (one to many) typical application. It has packet replication at the switch RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) Unidirectional, no ACKs or retransmissionUDP (User Datagram Protocol) UDP uses a minimum of protocol mechanism. “Send and forget” IP v4  -  IP v6 Packet Header + Packet DataData flow (shows the transfer of information (sometimes also material) from one system to another. 



OSI Layers & TCP/IP
Application

Presentation

Session

Transport

Network

Data Link

Physical

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

TCP/IP model
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Presentation Notes
OSI Layer = Open Systems Interconnection. There are seven layers in the OSI modelIt is a hierarchy where information is passed from physical/electrical connection all the way to applications.TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) was designed by the DOD in the 60s. It is the Internet’s method of moving data. The TCP/IP model is the first four layers of the OSI model. 



Multicast routing

Packets

Source 
Program

A

B

C

E

D

Receiver

Receiver

Receiver

Packet 
DUP

Packet 
DUP
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Presentation Notes
Multicast route switches duplicate packets.Receiver requests packets.Builds route while in use. Tears down route when no longer in use.Packet replication allows a single source to many destinations , like a video router



Multicast routing

Packets

Source 
Program

A

B

C 

E

D

Receiver

Receiver

Receiver
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Presentation Notes
Multicast route switches duplicate packets.Receiver requests packets.Builds route while in use. Tears down route when no longer in use.Packet replication allows a single source to many destinations SDI router esentially has hardware crosspoints. 



Multicast routing

Source 
Program

A

B

C

E

D

Receiver

Receiver

Receiver
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Presentation Notes
Multicast route switches duplicate packets.Receiver requests packets.Builds route while in use. Tears down route when no longer in use.Packet replication allows a single source to many destinations SDI router esentially has hardware crosspoints. 



Video Services Forum
Reliable Internet Stream Transport (RIST) is a protocol for low-
latency MPEG2 compressed streams over the internet.

ST 2110 over Wide Area Networks (WAN) deals with numerous 
challenges that occur when long distances separate remote 
video sources from production facilities. 

JPEG Ultra-Low Latency (ULL) extends the specification for 
latencies below 1 frame, important for (REMI) applications. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reliable Internet Stream Transport (RIST) provides an open protocol specification for low-latency video transport of MPEG2 compressed streams over the InternetST 2110 over Wide Area Networks (WAN) deals with numerous challenges that occur when long distances separate remote video sources from production facilities. JPEG Ultra-Low Latency (ULL) extends the specification to support latencies below 1 frame end-to end, important for remote production (REMI) applications. 



ST 2110 Suite of Standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CURRENT SMPTE ST 2110 is made up of a number of separate documents, each of which forms a part of the overall specification. ST 2110-10 Overall concepts and system timing. Including RTP timestamps for IP streams containing a single type of essence per stream (video, multiple audios,  metadata, etc.)ST 2110-20 details the uncompressed video formats, The related ST 2110-21 defines how the torrents of packets needed to carry an uncompressed video signal will be managed to ensure that they don’t cause excessive flooding on a network. ST 2110-30 focuses on uncompressed PCM audio, and ST 2110-40 shows how the all-important metadata can also be carried over IP networks. 



Professional Groups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Composed of trade and standards representatives from organizations including: AIMS (Alliance for Media Solutions)VSF (Video Services Forum) AMWA (Advanced Media Workflow Assn)IABM (International Association of Broadcast & Media Technology Suppliers)EBU (European Broadcast Union)NMOS (Network Media Open Specifications Interface) TR-03 /04 discovery and registration



Joint Task Force on Networked Media
The goal is to enable the creation of networks 
where an end-user can take new equipment, 
connect it to their network, and configure
it for use, with a minimum amount of human 
interaction. 

Technical configuration regarding  timing, signal 
transport, and routing interactions is automated by 
the management systems in this recommendation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal is to enable the creation of networks where an end-user can take new equipment, connect it to their network, and configureit for use, with a minimum amount of human interaction. Interaction ought to be limited to acknowledging the equipment’s existence (for security reasons), assigning operational names to thesignals the equipment generates, and defining any grouping relationships the signals might have with other existing signals. Technical configuration of the equipment in regards to timing, signal transport, and routing interactions is automated by the behaviors and management systems described in this recommendation.



EBU Technology Pyramid
Minimum User Requirements to Build and Manage an IP-Based Media Facility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minimum User Requirements to Build and Manage an IP-Based Media FacilityTime & SyncConfiguration and MonitoringMedia TransportDiscovery and ConnectionSecurity



IP Network Star Topology
In a star network every host (source or 
destination) is connected to the central 
switch.

The transmission lines between them, 
form a star. 

All data passes through a central switch. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Network topology vary by system design, throughput, size etc. In a star network every host (source/destination) is connected to the central switch. It manages and controls all functions of the network The central switch and hosts, and the transmission lines between them, form a star. 
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Video and audio input devices connect to sub switch to Production switcher that controls switch.Central switch for max bandwidth. Typical of TV systems like mobile units.Note Conversions for 2110 and 2022 and  SFP conversion for hybrid operation



Leaf & Spine Topology

Cameras, Servers, Monitors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Network topology will vary by system design, throughput, size etc. Leaf and Spine network topology consists of two switching layers—a spine and leaf. The leaf layer consists of access switches that aggregate traffic from Nodes - and connect directly into the spine or network core. Spine switches interconnect all of the leaf switches in a full-mesh topology. 



Hybrid SDI/IP Gateway

Small Form Factor Pluggable (SFP)
Converts SDI inputs and/or outputs to ST 2110 
Plugs into Switch SFP ports.  Currently 1Gb, 10Gb and 25Gb  
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Presentation Notes
Small Form Factor Pluggable (SFP) This Wholer model is BNC in and BNC out.For hybrid SDI and IP operation. Prices from several hundred to a thousand dollarsEMBRIONICS  Converter plugs into Switches for SDI inputs and/or output. Uses HD BNC (smaller)Many types of SFPs in 1Gb, 10Gb, 25Gb.  For use with 12G/3G/HD/SD-SDI . 



Precision Time Protocol
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Because of bidirectional links in an IP-based facility, there is no need for separate signal paths for sync signals. SMPTE ST 2059/ IEEE 1588 PTP will allow devices to be slaved to a common master clock at less than 1 microsecond accuracy. 60Hz frame time is about 16ms. Time Code is very course accuracy.Using GPS, facilities that are miles apart can be frame-accurately synced together.

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://d1nhio0ox7pgb.cloudfront.net/_img/i_collection_png/512x512/plain/server2.png&imgrefurl=https://www.iconexperience.com/i_collection/icons/?icon%3Dserver2&docid=p1Mz4B-24VxrWM&tbnid=lxAfNLpTlgCldM:&vet=1&w=512&h=512&bih=874&biw=1746&ved=2ahUKEwi76KKN_YDcAhVKwlkKHT83A6UQxiAoAnoECAEQEw&iact=c&ictx=1


Standards Groups
SMPTE ST 2110
SMPTE ST 2022
AES67

Cat 5 ANSI/TIA, ISO/IEC 11801 (Copper/Fiber) 
ITU-T G.651.1 (Fiber), IEEE 802.11 (WiFi)

IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet), 802.11 (WiFi),  IEEE 1588 (PTP)

IETF RFC 791 (IPv4), RFC 2460/8200 (IPv6)

IETF RFC 793 (TCP), RFC 768 (UDP), RFC 3550 (RTP), RFC 2236/3376 (IGMP Multicasting)

IETF RFC 4566 (SDP) 
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IETF: Internet Engineering Task Force. Started by US Govt in 1986. Private in 1993. VOLUNTARY Standards.IEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronics EngineersISO: International Standards OrganizationIGMP: Internet Group Management Protocol 



NMOS

6820
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Advanced Media Workflow Association
Networked Media Open Specifications
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Presentation Notes
Advanced Media Workflow Association (AMWA) has its Networked Media Open Specifications (NMOS) It may not be so OPEN as we think.ST 2110 can’t really move forward without AMWA NMOS Specifications.



Requiring television engineers and production people to know all the 
configurations for connecting IT devices is impractical.

ST 2110 was supposed to be 

OPEN Protocols are critical for further deployment of ST 2110. 
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SMPTE ST 2110 was supposed to be “plug-and-play” interoperability. This is where the device identifies itself and uses standard management protocols and handshakes with the needed drivers.  Like a USB device.AMWA and NMOS are critical to the further development of the ST 2110 standard. Just being able to transport packetized video data is only the beginning. Interoperability is the final step to adoption. Currently, ST 2110 is useful only within very limited (and proprietary) devices and manufacturers.  



NMOS specifies OPEN protocols for discovery, registration and connection 
management based on ST-2110.
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Presentation Notes
“IP networks are not deterministic like SDI networks. Users need to manually direct signals within routers to reach specific devices.A process that is lengthy and prone to error when setting up a system across an entire organizationNMOS specifies OPEN protocols for discovery, registration and connection management in IP production environments based on ST-2110.ST 2110 clearly defines those devices on the network that can send and receive packets. But, it does not deal with control or applications.Significant additional work is needed to achieve useful interoperability in professional networked media environments. 



Systems need to have a common way for that device to describe all of 
the things it is capable of doing. (Like a USB device)

AMWA’s protocol for Registration & Discovery will not be part of the 
SMPTE 2110 standard. 

But, NMOS must be part of the overall solution for managed IP 
networks.

&ST 2110
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Presentation Notes
Systems need to have a common way for that device to describe all of the things it is capable of doing. Like a USB deviceAMWA’s NMOS protocol IS-04 is a Registration & Discovery mechanism.It will not be part of SMPTE 2110. However, NMOS will be part of the overall solution for managed IP broadcast networks.What should not be standardized, is the device-level control. It’s considered a ‘value add’ and a point of differentiation between suppliers. A true IP network will involve more pieces than just NMOS and 2110. Managing and control will need to evolve further.This will still take time to identify and to either standardize or agree on some common de facto practices.



ST 2110 defines devices on the network that send & receive 
It does not deal with control or applications.

NMOS is part of the overall solution for managed IP networks.

Network Security is a big potential issue.

&ST 2110
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Systems need to have a common way for that device to describe all of the things it is capable of doing. Like a USB deviceAMWA’s NMOS protocol IS-04 is a Registration & Discovery mechanism.It will not be part of SMPTE 2110. However, NMOS will be part of the overall solution for managed IP broadcast networks.What should not be standardized, is the device-level control. It’s considered a ‘value add’ and a point of differentiation between suppliers. A true IP network will involve more pieces than just NMOS and 2110. Managing and control will need to evolve further.This will still take time to identify and to either standardize or agree on some common de facto practices.



NMOS Specifications
IS-04 Discovery & Registration
IS-05 Media Device Connection
IS-06 Network Control
IS-08 Audio Channel Mapping
IS-09 System Discovery
BCP-003  Security
IS-10 Authorization API
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Presentation Notes
IS-04		Discovery and RegistrationIS-05		Device Connection ManagementIS-06		Network Control  DOA due to manufactures reluctance to divulge this softwareIS-07		Event & TallyIS-08		Audio Channel MappingIS-09		System (WIP)IS-10  		Authorization (WIP)MS-04: 		Identity & Timing Model (WIP)BCP-002-01 		Natural GroupingBCP-003-01 		Securing CommunicationsSMPTE Standardization can take 2 years.  Registered Document Disclosure (RDD)



Other Proposed Protocols
NewTek NDI: Network Device Interface. NewTek has put forth an 
alternative compressed IP Standard for interoperability consideration. 

Sony NMI: Networked Media Interface. Sony protocol being phased out.
Compression called LLVC (Low Latency Video Codec) will be retained. 

IPMX: Open Standard for Pro AV.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are NOT standards, they are Protocol or Proposed Standards.ASPEN from Evertz was the first. ASPEN joined AIMS a about 3 years ago. NewTek NDI: Network Device Interface.  COMPRESSED In competition with ST 2110. 2110-22 is a compressed video version.Lower cost networks. ST 2110 has a WIP that will handle compressed videoSony NMI: Networked Media Interface.  Sony uses ST 2110, But will continue with LLVC compression



(cont.)

Most of the work towards open deployment of discovery and 
registration protocols are being developed by AMWA 

The disconnect between standards organizations (SMPTE) and technical 
recommendations organizations (AMWA) is slowing the process of 
setting standards.
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Presentation Notes
Most of the work towards deployment are being developed within AMWA. SMPTE assumed that AMWA specifications would be eventually handed over to a standards organization. Apparently, there is no timetable for AMWA specifications to be turned over for actual standards development. The disconnect between standards organizations (SMPTE) and technical recommendations organizations (AMWA) is slowing the process of setting standards.NMOS IS-03 and IS-04 specifications should work through a standards body like SMPTE versus a potential “pay to play”  scenario. 



Broadcast and Professional Cameras
Hitachi Kokusai Electric America

Hitachi website Video Gallery 
https://www.hitachikokusai.com/AboutHitachiKokusai/VideoGallery/

Email Address
John.Humphrey@HitachiKokusai.us

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s it for Part 4 of this 4 Part series on ST 2110. I hope it helped get your “feet wet” as we move to IP Netwroks.You can Find all the Short Takes on our website Video Gallery. For questions, please email me.Thanks for watching.

https://www.hitachikokusai.com/AboutHitachiKokusai/VideoGallery/
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